WHO TOLD CARTER
PAGE THAT JAMES
WOLFE WAS THE
SOURCE OF THE FISA
LEAK?
Carter Page made it clear to James Wolfe that he
believed he was the source for the leak of his
FISA warrant.

ON COREY
LEWANDOWSKI’S BIG
LEGAL BILLS AND
MUELLER’S DEADLINE
FROM ROSENSTEIN
Quarterly political spending reports are out and
they provide some hints about which current or
former Trump aides have been spending a lot of
time with Mueller’s investigators. The NYT
reported the other day that the Trump campaign
has paid $173,000 in the past quarter to the law
firm representing Corey Lewandowski.
The campaign also paid $173,000 to Mintz
Levin, a law firm that has helped Mr.
Trump’s first campaign manager, Corey
Lewandowski, handle inquiries related to
the Russia investigations.

The suggestion that Lewandowski has spent
quality time with Mueller’s team of late is
particularly interesting, for several reasons.
First, Lewandowski had a number of key
interactions with George Papadopoulos regarding

the outreach from Russia, including drafting
Trump’s first foreign policy speech, which
Papadopoulos reportedly told Ivan Timofeev was a
sign that the campaign was interested in
pursuing a Trump-Putin meeting.
April 27: Papadopoulos to Corey
Lewandowski
“to discuss Russia’s interest in
hosting Mr. Trump. Have
been receiving a lot
of calls over the last
month about Putin wanting
to host him and the team when
the time is right.”

April 27: Papadopoulos authored
speech that he tells Timofeev is “the
signal to meet”
[snip]
May 4, Papadopoulos to Lewandowski
(forwarding Timofeev email):
“What do you think? Is this
something
we want to move forward with?”

May 14, Papadopoulos to Lewandowski:
“Russian govemment[]
ha[s] also relayed to me that
they are interested in
hostingMr. Trump.”

[snip]
June 19: Papadopoulos to Lewandowski
“New message from Russia”: “The
Russian ministry of foreign
affairs messaged and said
that if Mr.
Trump is unable to make it to
Russia, if a campaign rep (me
or someone else) can make it for

meetings? I am willing to make
the trip off the record if it’s
in the interest of Mr. Trump and
the campaign to meet specific
people.”

Lewandowski was also the person that the House
Intelligence Committee treated most curiously.
HPSCI originally interviewed him in January,
during the phase when HPSCI seemed to be
interviewing key witnesses to be able to pass on
to Trump how they would testify. At that point,
Mueller had not yet contacted Lewandowski.
Even though Lewandowski never worked in the
Administration, in that first appearance with
HPSCI, he invoked privilege over parts of his
testimony. On March 8, HPSCI brought him back,
the very last witness in their so-called
investigation. After his three hour appearance,
Adam Schiff discussed subpoenaing Lewnadowski to
compel him to answer questions he had still
refused to answer (Schiff had also demanded
HPSCI compel full testimony from Hope Hicks). In
the same discussion of compelling Lewandowski to
answer questions,

Schiff suggested the

committee should subpoena Stephen Miller.
After Lewandowski’s testimony had
wrapped, Schiff raised a new name he
wanted to speak to: White House aide
Stephen Miller.

Which is curious because WSJ reports that the
legal defense fund supporting specific former
campaign staffers paid Akin Gump $115,000.
The fund directed most of its thirdquarter spending to legal consulting,
paying nearly $115,000 to the law firm
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP and
another $8,500 to Schertler & Onorato
LLP. The latter firm has represented
Keith Schiller, Mr. Trump’s longtime
bodyguard who was interviewed by the
House Intelligence Committee as part of

its Russia investigation.

It’s not publicly known which former campaign
staffer Akin Gump represents, but two of the few
key Trump people whose lawyers have not been
publicly identified are Brad Parscale (though
the campaign would probably pay for his legal
defense at this point) and Miller.
Miller is the person whom Papadopoulos has said
he would have told about the Russian offer of
emails had he actually connected by phone the
day he learned of it.
Meanwhile, Bloomberg reports (possibly based on
Congressional sources) that Mueller is preparing
to offer “reports” on his investigation.
Mueller is close to rendering judgment
on two of the most explosive aspects of
his inquiry: whether there were clear
incidents of collusion between Russia
and Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign, and
whether the president took any actions
that constitute obstruction of justice,
according to one of the officials, who
asked not to be identified speaking
about the investigation.
[snip]
Rosenstein has made it clear that he
wants Mueller to wrap up the
investigation as expeditiously as
possible, another U.S. official said.

This is actually not at all surprising. Trump is
going to start firing people after the election,
so Mueller’s ability to work unimpeded may be
dramatically curtailed shortly after that. If
he’s going to bring a big indictment, he has to
do so in that time frame. Plus, after securing
Paul Manafort and Michael Cohen’s cooperation,
he has cooperating witnesses on all the elements
of a conspiracy Mueller had identified by last
March, not to mention slam dunk obstruction
charges tied to floated pardons. Everyone is

scheduled to start being sentenced after the
election, too. With the hints he has gotten
extensive Lewandowski testimony (and reports
that he had obtained far more documentation
pertaining to Don Jr’s actions), it would
suggest that Mueller has at least tracked the
game of telephone between Russians offering
emails to the candidate anxious to accept that
offer.
So this tells us what we might expect: the
denouement of the Mueller investigation will
happen, unless Trump works to undercut it, just
after the election.
Update: In their plan for further investigation
released in March, HPSCI Dems described that in
his second committee appearance Lewandowski
refused, “to answer questions regarding his
communication with President Trump regarding
former FBI Director Comey, Special Counsel
Mueller, and Attorney General Sessions, as well
as his communications with certain
administration officials pertaining to the June
9, 2016 meeting at Trump Tower.” So it sounds
like he’s also got evidence pertaining to the
June 9 meeting.
As I disclosed in July, I provided
information to the FBI on issues related to the
Mueller investigation, so I’m going to include
disclosure statements on Mueller investigation
posts from here on out. I will include the
disclosure whether or not the stuff I shared
with the FBI pertains to the subject of the
post.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT
WALL-SPLAT THAT

ANTICIPATES ANY
DEFENSE OF A TRUMP
CONSPIRACY OR
WIKILEAKS CHARGE
According to the logic the Trump campaign lays
out in its First Amendment response to a
Democratic lawsuit pertaining to the release of
the DNC emails, the Democrats’ failure was in
not finding foreign hackers to steal and then
publish Trump’s tax returns.

GUCCIFER 2.0 CLEANED
UP HIS “COLLUSION”
THREE MONTHS AFTER
THE FACT
Three months after the original Guccifer 2.0 FAQ
post was published, someone corrected a misuse
of the word “collusion.”

HOMELAND SECURITY
CHAIR RON JOHNSON
THINKS IT SCANDALOUS
THAT LAWYER OF
HACKING VICTIM TALKS

TO FBI ABOUT HACK
Ron Johnson, all riled up by reading yet another
obviously problematic John Solomon piece, thinks
it scandalous that the lawyer of a hacking
victim talked to the FBI about that hack.

TRUMP’S OPEN BOOK
TEST STILL POSES A BIG
PERJURY RISK
Mueller has finally given Trump an open book
test on his involvement in conspiracy with the
Russians. In spite of the terms favorable to the
President, he may not be able to avoid perjuring
himself.

MUELLER JUGGLES PLEA
AGREEMENT
HOUSEKEEPING
In the last two days, both Rick Gates’ and Paul
Manafort’s plea deals have made news.
In Gates’ case, his lawyers have filed an
unopposed motion to liberate him from his GPS
device and curfew, arguing that the leverage of
the plea deal itself is enough to keep him on
the straight and narrow.
The plea agreement contains very serious
consequences for Mr. Gates should he
violate any of its terms or conditions.
The advantages that attach to strict
compliance with that agreement, and the

extraordinary disincentives to violating
that agreement, alone guarantee Mr.
Gates’s appearance at any scheduled
Court proceeding. Over a substantial
period of time, now approaching one
year, Mr. Gates has demonstrated his
resolve to comply with all conditions of
his release. Removing the GPS monitor
and allowing Mr. Gates to travel within
the Eastern District of Virginia and
District of Columbia without restriction
will surely not increase the risk of
flight or make it less likely that Mr.
Gates will appear in Court when required
to do so.

The more interesting bit comes when, in a bid to
talk up Gates’ cooperation, his attorneys reveal
he’s been meeting with other prosecutors.
Both before the entry of the plea, and
for many weeks thereafter, Mr. Gates,
whenever requested, traveled to
Washington, D.C., to appear at the
Office of Special Counsel to be
interviewed as part of his cooperation
agreement. Those sessions have been
numerous and they continue to this day.
[snip]
These meetings with the Office of
Special Counsel continued during the
weeks preceding the trial of codefendant Paul Manafort in the United
States District Court for the Eastern
District of Virginia.
[snip]
Following that trial, Mr. Gates has
continued to cooperate with the Special
Counsel and with other federal
investigators by attending current
meetings at which he provides additional
information. [my emphasis]

Rick Gates met in March and he met in July and
he met in September, Thomas Green says. It’s the
“other federal investigators” that’s of
interest, as it suggests his cooperation extends
beyond Mueller’s case in chief.
But that may not mean all that much. After all,
Gates’ cooperation would be useful for the three
cases Mueller referred to SDNY (involving Tony
Podesta, Vin Weber, and Greg Craig), as well as
for Stephen Calk, the Chicago banker who gave
Manafort a loan in hopes of getting an
appointment with the Trump Administration. Gates
would surely also have information that might
corroborate Sam Patten’s cooperation.
Still, it’s possible those “other federal
investigators” include some of the “garden
variety” Trump corruption I keep suggesting
might also get spun off, such as the non-Russian
Inauguration pay-to-play.
Meanwhile, in EDVA, TS Ellis is being TS Ellis.
Yesterday, he filed an order saying that the
parties in Manafort’s EDVA prosecution can’t
just defer resolution of the ten hung counts
against him until after Mueller is done with his
cooperation. He scheduled a hearing for a week
from Friday, on October 19, so the process of
sentencing can begin. At that hearing, Ellis
expects the parties to “address dismissal of the
outstanding counts on which the jury
deadlocked.”
Dismissing the charges may be no big deal.
Manafort is on the hook for 210 – 262 months if
he breaches his plea agreement in DC, before any
state charges, and some of the charges that
Ellis would dismiss could be charged in VA,
aided by Manafort’s admission of guilt in them
in the plea. As Popehat notes, cleaning up these
charges is consistent with good docket
management.
The push for the government to move forward on
cooperation is more interesting as it may
require the government to weigh in on the value
of Manafort’s cooperation while he’s still

discussing things with Mueller’s team. Of
particular interest, any discussion on
cooperation may reveal how much Manafort has
cooperated against the President.
I’m also interested in timing. Manafort’s
lawyers submitted their notice that they won’t
challenge anything that happened in that trial
right on schedule, on September 20. The
government filed their response just under the
week later that they had under Ellis’ schedule,
on September 26. But Ellis took two weeks before
he issued this hurry up and wait order, setting
a hearing for October 19, at which any
sentencing schedule is likely to be after
Manafort’s next status hearing in DC.
In any case, it’s not clear that Ellis’ haste
will help Manafort much. Even if Ellis is
perturbed that Mueller used his courtroom to
flip a witness against Trump, the PSR will show
that Manafort is an admitted criminal in the DC
charges, meaning his sentence should be harsher
than it would with any kind of cooperation
assistance. And prosecutors can just defer any
5K statement, and instead account for
cooperation with a Rule 35 motion submitted
after the fact. In any case, the plea envisions
concurrent sentencing, and if Manafort does’t
cooperate willingly, he’ll face 10 years in the
DC plea, which is longer than Ellis is likely to
have sentenced him on anyway.
So it seems like Mueller can still retain the
breathtaking upper hand they have with Manafort,
and defer any public statement on cooperation
until later.

OFFERING JOHN
PODESTA EMAILS WHILE

SELLING DELETED
HILLARY EMAILS
Recent reporting on the Peter Smith effort to
obtain Hillary’s deleted emails intersects more
closely with the Guccifer-led effort to dump
Podesta’s emails.

THE PSY-GROUP
PROPOSAL: A WAY TO
MEASURE THE VALUE
THAT RUSSIAN HACKERS
PROVIDED THE TRUMP
CAMPAIGN
Whether or not Rick Gates and Paul Manafort
engaged Psy-Group for intelligence services in
2016, the proposal created in response to Gates’
instructions provides proof about how Manafort
intended to run the campaign and how much he
might have had to spend had the Russians not
provided those services for free.

ALFA-TRUMP REDUX:
FULL SPECTRUM
CIRCUMSTANCE
Once again, journalists engage in shitty link
analysis to provide an explanation for why Grand
Rapids’ Spectrum Health allegedly played a part
in an international spy plot.

